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Pitch
It’s an excessively bloody and violent arena brawler about a little girl’s subway trip home
from school.

Quick Summary
2D single screen, side view arena brawler where you fight enemies with your katana as the
teenage girl Yoko. The gameplay and story should feel like they don’t belong together. Like
one part having to be a dream, for the other one to be real. The story parts seem regular for
a teenage girl, nothing out of the ordinary. While the gameplay on the other hand is heavily
influenced by 80’s splatter and horror movies.
Genre: Arena Brawler
Mode: Single-player
Target audience: Young adults
Approximate playtime: 30 minutes
Difficulty:
Aspect ratio: 16:9
View: Slanted downwards

Inspiration/Influence
The game’s main influence comes from Paul Robertson’s animation “Pirate Baby’s Cabana
Battle Street Fight 2006”, with it’s cute, cartoony look mixed with brutality.1

Regular setting with excessive blood and violence as a contrast.
1

Paul Robertson, “Pirate Baby’s Cabana Battle Street Fight 2006” https://youtu.be/XqV0aJIK2Fk

Creepy enemies drawn in a cartoony way.

In addition, the game is also influenced by Quentin Tarantino, with “Kill Bill Volume 1” being
an extra strong influence. The game’s blood spatter should be overdone and unnatural.

Beatrix Kiddo is a strong independent protagonist.

Blood spatter is intentionally exaggerated.

Overview image showing clear signs of a brutal battle.

Gameplay
Yoko has her entire moveset available from the start, there are no new moves to learn
throughout the game. The variation lies in the enemies and how the player utilises the
moveset strategically to defeat the enemies.

Gameplay loop
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

The game consists of 3 levels.
Each level is comprised of 8 enemy waves, where each wave is a unique
configuration of different enemies which spawn at a fixed rate and order.
The player has to defeat every enemy to proceed to the next wave.
Clear all waves to beat the level and progress to the next.
If the player takes too much damage, it will result in defeat.
Defeat will take you back to the beginning of the level.
Between each level, Yoko steps back on the subway train and there is a short
cutscene.
The end cut scene has 3 slight alterations depending on how many times the player
died.

Primary objective: Defeat the enemy waves on each level, stay alive.
Secondary: None
Bonus: None
Hidden: None

Water cooler moments
Utilisation of the right moves at the right time can result in enemy defeats that are extra
visually interesting.

Yoko
Mechanics
Buttons:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Up
Down
Left
Right
Jump
Attack

Navigation:
●

●
●
●

“Left” and “right” moves Yoko horizontally
○ There is no inertia, Yoko starts and stop as the player presses and releases
the navigational buttons. Ref: Megaman.
○ Inputs are digital, she moves at max speed or not at all.
Pressing “down” will make Yoko crouch.
○ In a crouch position, horizontal speed is halved.
The “up” button is not utilized for movement.
“Jump” button makes Yoko jump
○ The jump height is variable, dependant on how long the button is pressed.
○ She has free movement whilst airborne, still no inertia. Ref: Megaman.

Attacks:
●

●

●

Normal attack
○ Pressing “attack” will make Yoko slash in the direction she is facing.
■ The animation time is very low, making her regular attacks fast.
■ Yoko is immobile whilst attacking.
■ She can also attack in a crouching position, enabling her to reach
enemies at a lower level.
■ Normal attacks can also be performed in air, player retains movement
control.
■ Does 1hp worth of damage.
Charge attack
○ By pressing and holding “attack” down for at least 2 seconds, charge attack
will be enabled. Releasing the button activates the attack.
■ The charge attack can be combined with jump and crouch.
■ This attack does double damage
■ Enemies with armor needs to be hit with a charged attack before they
can take damage by regular attacks.
Upward swipe
○ Pressing “up” + “attack makes her perform an upward swipe.
■ This attack can cancel projectiles.
■ Most of the enemies that have more than 1hp will be knocked slightly
upwards by this attack.

●

Dive attack
○ While in the air, pressing “down” + “attack” makes Yoko do a lunge
downwards
■ She can either lunge straight downwards if no directional buttons are
pressed, or lunge in a 45 degree angle in the corresponding direction
as the pressed navigational key.
■ The lunge happens at a quick speed.
■ Can also be used for fast relocation on the screen.
■ Dive attacks will harm all enemies it hits, and Yoko will pass through
enemies.

Description
●
●
●
●

Yoko has her school uniform on during the entire game, and whips out her katana
from nothing when entering a level.
Around 16-18 years old, japanese origins, black hair that hangs loose.
Laidback attitude, doesn’t show a lot of emotions, all about action.
Before battle start: Yoko will engage in a battle stand. Ref: Beatrix Kiddo’s battle
stand after the entrance of the big pack of “the crazy 88’s”

Schoolgirl outfit should look real, not costume.

Another alternative for Japanese schoolgirl outfits.

Levels
Level Summary
Each level takes place at a subway station. The start setting and the overall story should
give a feeling of this being the regular subway trip Yoko takes to get home from school every
day, but each level should feel like an irregular station for a subway line. There are no other
passengers, not on the subway train nor the stations.
There is no time limit for any of the levels.

Level Details
Level 1:
●
●

●

Old subway
Based on City Hall in New York, the station should have warm colors, base colour
orange. At the same time it should feel dirty/dusty, with a hint of abandonment. Like
the subway is outdated for regular use, so the maintenance has been kept lower than
what you’d expect for such a beautiful subway station.
Enemies
○ Flying Skull
○ Fat Butcher
○ White Snake
○ Ratcat
○ Humanoid Cricket
○ Wall Creature

Brick wall and ornaments.

Special wall design.

Arches and tiling.

Bricks and old details.

Level 2:
●
●

Closed subway
This station should look like it hasn’t been used for a long time. Overrun with graffiti,
shouldn’t be colourful, but not just tags either. Broken lights giving the station a dim
lighting and old papers, abandoned equipment and filth should help make the player
feel a sense of emptiness. Colours should be toned down, with grey as the primary
colour and green as the secondary colour. The green effects should hint at a subtle
toxicity, but not be emphasized in such a way that it’s obvious. There should be water
pools on the ground.

●

Enemies
○ Humanoid Cricket
○ Skeleton Mosquito
○ Humanoid Cockroach
○ Shadow Creature
○ Teethworm
○ Skin Creature
○ Worm Beetle

Water pools and leftover items.

Brick walls and lots of graffiti.

Graffiti mixed with tags, desaturated.

Rocks and debris.

Grey bricks and uneven lighting.

Leftover equipment.

Level 3:
●
●

Majestic and cold subway station
Although not clean, this station should feel quite fancy. Majestic black pillars, and a
checkered floor that should give a feeling that it looked very pretty at the opening of
the station. White, cold lights and the general desaturation of colours should give a
ghostly feel. Main colours are black and white, and colour should not be added
without a good reason. For contrast, the colour should be red. There should be a
select few but pretty items placed in the background, but they should all be broken in
some way or the other.

●

Enemies
○ Wall Creature
○ Worm Beetle
○ Little Girl
○ Octofly
○ Spider
○ Exoskeletal Oxman

Archway and checkered floor, main influence on level 3

Black poles and a glass ceiling.

Arched sign with black poles

General feel, something that looked beautiful once, but is now in decay.

Checkerd floor with emblem

Cold but majestic feel.

Enemies
●
●
●
●

No enemies will disappear until beaten.
Each wave has a set enemy lineup that are equal on all playthroughs.
All enemies can come from the left or right side of the screen.
If not killed, all enemies will exit the screen on one side, then come out on the same
side.

Chart explanation:
●
●

●

Red area explain the approximate height of the enemy.
○ If the enemy is flying, it will not have a height in addition.
Orange area showcases the speed at which the enemy moves.
○ If the enemy is jumping, it will only have speed in addition if it is also moving
normally.
○ “X A” and “X B” show the speed of the enemy in state “A” and state “B”.
Green area showcases the hp (hitpoints) of the enemy.
○ Armor comes in addition to hp, needs to be removed with a “Charge Attack”
before the enemy takes damage.

●
●

Blue area showcases whether the enemy is ranged or melee.
○ It can be both.
Purple area showcases whether the enemy reacts to the player’s actions (reactive) or
if it moves based on it’s own rules.
○ A random factor to it’s movement comes in addition.

Enemy List
●

Flying Skull
○ Flies in a sine pattern.
○ 1hp.
○ Inspiration:

●

Fat Butcher
○ Walk in from the side and stops when he’s fully visible on screen.
○ Throughs butcher knives at the player in a vertical arch.
○ 6hp.
○ Inspiration:

●

White Snake
○ Moves along ground.
○ At semi random intervals it stops to do a fast charge before it spits venom at
the player.
○ 3hp.
○ Inspiration:

●

Ratcat
○ Hops forward at a fixed rate.
○ Pauses for 0.5 seconds between each hop.
○ Random chance that the Ratcat jump, but instead throw up a furball (purely
cosmetic).
○ 1hp.
○ Inspiration:

●

Humanoid Cricket
○ Moves along ground.
○ 1hp.
○ Inspiration:

●

Wall Creature
○ Face appear at a random time within the first half of a wave.
○ It will slowly become more visible before suddenly pulling itself out of the wall.
○ The position at which it appear is random on the horizontal level.
○ It will alway turn towards the player and start walking in that direction after
detaching from the wall.
○ 4hp.
○ Inspiration:

●

Skeleton Mosquito
○ Flies at the very top of the level
○ Lunges down once during a trip horizontally across the screen.
○ 1hp.
○ Inspiration:

●

Humanoid Cockroach
○ Moves along the ground.
○ Has armor which needs to be removed with a “Charge Attack” before it will
start losing hp.
○ 5hp.
○ Inspiration:

●

Shadow Creature
○ Is a shadow circle on the ground at first, fast movement.
○ Homes in on the player and stops when the player is standing on the ground,
directly above it.
○ Pauses for 1 second before transforming into a shadow hand that reaches up
from the ground. Stays there for 1.5 seconds before going into the ground
again.
○ Only vulnerable while above ground.
○ 3hp
○ Inspiration:

●

Teethworm
○ Crawls up from below the subway station, at a random horizontal position.
○ Moves towards the center of the screen after reaching the platform, and
continues in that direction.
○ Leaves behind slime on the ground
○ The slime effects the friction of the player, making Yoko slide on it.
○ 1hp
○ Inspiration:

●

Skin Creature
○ Appears out of a crack in the ceiling/top of the wall, taking the shape of a
deformed human with slimy skin.
○ Drops down to the ground and lands in a crouching position.
○ Jumps in the direction of the player and continues to move towards the
player.
○ If the player moves more than 4 spaces in the other direction, it will jump
again.
○ When killed by the player, will melt into a pool of skin that boils and spills skin
bubbles in a height equal to the players max jump height +1.
○ If the player touches the boiling skin they will take damage.
○ The pool dissolves after 3s
○ 4hp.
○ Inspiration:

●

Worm Beetle
○ Flies in a sine pattern
○ Drops worms that will damage the player if hit.
○ 3hp.
○ Inspiration:

●

Little girl
○ Walks slowly, looking like a regular cute girl.
○ When in a set proximity to the player, turns into a ghastly version of herself
running towards the player at a high speed.
○ 1hp
○ Inspiration:

●

Octofly
○ Appears outside of the screen, but at any position.
○ Very slow movement that homes in on the player from the moment it spawns.
○ 3hp.
○ Inspiration:

●

Exoskeletal Oxman
○ Walks on the ground, always towards the player.
○ Will turn if the player gets to the opposite side of him.
○ Has armor which needs to be removed with a “Charge Attack” before it will
start losing hp.
○ 6hp.
○ Inspiration:

●

Spider
○ Comes in from the side at en accelerating speed, stops when it’s about ⅕ in
on the screen and jumps.
○ Attaches a thread in the ceiling above it and lounges diagonally down towards
the other end of the screen.
○ Walks out of the stage before doing the same thing from the other side of the
screen.
○ Will continue doing this with small adjustments to its jump spot until killed.
○ If the player walks or jumps through the threads, their speed will be
significantly decreased.
○ The threads can be destroyed by slashing them once.
○ 2hp.
○ Inspiration:

Other characters/NPC’s
●
●
●

Unnamed friend 1
Unnamed friend 2
Mom

Visual Style
●
●
●

High resolution pixel art.
Cartoony, but also gory.
Example of style taken from “The Last Night” by Odd Tales.

Dark and moody, strong colours in the right places.

City at night

Moody and dark with bright contrasts.

Story Summary
Throughout the game there will be small cutscenes, mostly still images with text bubbles,
that are about Yoko’s mother calling her to talk about the stuff regular moms talk about. The
cutscenes are there to create a mismatching feel. Cutscenes are cute, and the
conversations does not address the mood or actions in the actual game. It’s off. This is done
intentionally.

Story Breakdown
Cutscene number 1: “Selfie time”
When: At the start of the game, before the first level. This is the first thing that happens after
the player presses start.
Who: Yoko, unnamed friend 1 and unnamed friend 2
Scene: School bell rings while the screen is still black. Fades in to see an image of the front
of the school entrance, which has a large, wide staircase. Yoko and her two friends are
walking down the stairs. Yoko holding the straps of her backpack with both her hands, one
on each side. Her walk is calm and she mostly looks down. Her two friends are more
outgoing. The two friends chat about meaningless stuff before one of them screams out that
they should take a selfie together when reaching the end of the stairs. Unnamed friend 1
takes out an automated, folded selfie stick from her pocket and presses the button so it pops
out. She pulls Yoko inn and unnamed friend 2 runs around on the other side of her. The two
friends smile big, Yoko’s smile is slightly smaller, her eyes closed and she holds up two
fingers making a peace sign as the flash blinks. Two friends run the the right, Yoko waves to
them and walk to the left. After walking out of the screen on the left, the next screen show
her paying for a daikon radish before fading to black and appearing on the subway train,
ready for the first level.

Cutscene number 2: “Did you get the radish?”
When: Between level 1 and level 2.
Who: Yoko and mom.
Scene: Right after finishing level 1, Yoko’s phone rings. Split screen shows Yoko to the right
and her mom to the left. Mom is busy prepping in the kitchen. They have a normal
conversation about how school was and then mom asks whether Yoko got the daikon radish
she asked for, at which Yoko answers “yeah, I got it”. Mom says “great” and that she should
hurry home for supper before saying goodbye. Yoko hangs up before entering the subway
train and sitting down.

Cutscene number 3: “Late train”
When: Between level 2 and level 3.
Who: Yoko and mom.
Scene: Mom calls at the same time as after the first level, and we get the same split screen
as before. Mom is still prepping food in the kitchen, but has a slight wonder on her face when
she remarks the fact that the train is running late. Yoko replies that she’ll be home shortly.
Mom says ok, and tells her that she’ll see you soon while making a big smile. Yoko replies
with a short “yeah” and they hang up.

Cutscene number 4: “Good girl”
When: After finishing the third level
Who: Yoko and mom
Scene: After finishing the last level, Yoko stands still on the subway station for a few
seconds. She’s looking around her, almost as if she expects there to be more enemies.
When there isn’t, she makes a small sigh before entering the train like with the other two
levels. We then jump to the kitchen, where mom is busy over a stowe. Yoko enters the room
and says “hi” to her mom. Her mom, being a lot more outgoing and excited in general say
hello to her daughter and asks if she has the daikon radish. Yoko replies that she does and
takes it out of her backpack, then hands it to her mom. Mom takes the daikon radish and
looks down at it. Here there will be 3 different endings depending on how the player has
performed while playing the game.
● If the player has died 1-2 times during the entire game, the daikon radish will be
perfect and mom will have a big smile on her face before she says “good girl!” (which
is also the meaning of the name “Yoko”). Mom slices up the daikon radish, and puts
the pieces in a big casserole that has been brewing.
● If the player has died 3-4 times during the entire game, the daikon radish will not be
in a good shape. It’s got lots of dirt on it, the bushes are broken and it overall looks
subpar. Mom will look skeptically at the radish and say “thank you…”. Then she takes
it to the sink for a thorough cleaning. She then slices it up, and put most of it in the
casserole. Tossing parts of it that was useless.

●

If the player as died more than 4 times during the entire game, the daikon radish will
look horrible. It has blood and slime on it, it’s broken in half and looks infested with
fungus. Mom will be horrified looking down on it, and she will say “ehh” before placing
the radish aside. She shows with her body language that she is disgusted by the
radish and doesn’t understand how that become the radish her daughter brought.
She does not put it in the casserole.
After each of the 3 scenarios, the two will be seen sitting at the dinner table ready to eat a
steaming hot dinner. Both are smiling with their eyes closed. A simple text pops up above
their heads, reading “thank you for playing”.

Key Assets
●
●

●
●
●
●

Weapon
o Katana
Backgrounds
o School entrance
o Ticket counter
o Grocery Store
o Subway Train
o Old Subway Station
o Closed Subway Station
o Majestic and Cold Subway Station
o Kitchen area in Yoko’s home
Enemy death animations
o One for death by each of Yoko’s attacks
Yoko’s attack animations
o One for each of her attacks
Animation for Yoko’s battle stand
Cutscenes
o Selfie Time
o Did you get the radish?
o Late train
o Good girl

User Interface
●
●
●
●

Pre-Game Information
o None
In-Game Information
o Personal health meter
Post Game Information
o None
HUD Elements
o Personal health meter

